
Presentment   Court of New Forest Verderers  10th August 2020 
 
Tony Vanderhoek 
New Forest CDA Co-opted Committee Member and Practising Commoner 
 
Re: Inadequate Fences A337/A35 
 
During a routine check of our ponies, my wife Jacqui and I discovered a stretch of fence along the 
A337 opposite the Cadnam Cricket Ground in Shave Wood in a very poor state. Some of the fence 
posts are rotted and many staples holding the two-strand plain wire and stock netting fence were 
missing. Two brace posts are falling down leaving a gap wide enough for stock to push through to 
the busy main road. We also noticed that livestock were pushing their necks through to eat grass 
on the other side of the fence further damaging it. Jacqui also witnessed visitors from the Cadnam 
Cricket Ground car park crossing to the green opposite (Shave Wood) and climbing through the 
fence with pushchairs and their dogs, further weakening it. In one area near Shave Wood car park 
a tree has fallen down and pushed the fence to ground level. 
 
We made good the damage as best we could, replacing staples to loose wire etc. as ours and 
other Commoners’ stock were in that area, but on our later return further damage had occurred. 
 
This problem was referred to Hampshire County Council on 13th July 2020 and we revisited the site 
several times since, the last being 8th August 2020 and still no action had been taken by 
Hampshire County Council in repairing/replacing this fence. 
 
This fence is not the only one in a poor state along the fenced Forest roads and I understand that 
others have previously been reported to Hampshire County Council on a number of occasions. 
There is now quite an extensive list of fence repairs along these roads that are not being attended 
to. Some have apparently been on the list for years. 
 
We understand that COVID 19 has stopped many projects; however our request to the Verderers 
is to insist that Hampshire County Council replaces these fences with great urgency, as they are a 
tragedy waiting to happen especially at the speeds some motorists drive along these roads. 
 
After a motor cyclist’s death hitting an escaped pony on the A31 about 6 years ago, Highways 
England replaced the A31 fencing with quality wooden post and rail and stock netting. We request 
the Verderers insist that Hampshire County Council now commences a similar programme along 
the A337 and A35, replacing this cheaper wooden post and wire/stock netting with similar quality 
post and rail/stock netting fencing, as the current fencing is not really fit for purpose. 
 
We would urge through the court that Hampshire County Council prioritise this as a matter of 
urgency before another fatality occurs. 
 
Furthermore, through the Court we request the Verderers insist that Hampshire County Council 
has a standard method of regularly checking and maintaining these fences by perambulation, as 
this is the only fool-proof way to ensure their integrity. Ad hoc reporting by chance discovery is 
unsatisfactory in safeguarding Commoners’ stock and the public. 


